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ABSTRACT:
Guru Nanak laid the foundation of Sikhism through 'Bhakti movement'. He exhorted the idea of
'One God' and hence tried bringing together Hindu culture and Muslim philosophies. In order to
eliminate class differences institutions of 'Sangat' and 'Pangat' were founded by Guru Nanak. The
second Guru Angad created a new script by the name of 'Guru Mukhi' and had his brother Bala
write Nanak's biography: 'Janam Sakhi'. The third guru Amar Dasatgot a deep well constructed
and declared its water the alternate to Hindus' sacred rivers.The fourth guru Ram Das founded the
city of Amritsar.In 1604, Guru Arjun Singh penned the religious scripture 'Adi Granth' and built the
central religious temple: 'Harmandir Sahib'. The sixth Guru Hargobind got 'Akal Takht' built right in
front of Harmandir Sahib. Hargobinds forces defeated Mughal forces thrice in a row. The seventh
guru Hari Rai was less aggressive in his approach 

The eighth guru Harkishan stayed guru for only two years while the ninth guru was assassinated
at the orders of Delhi's 'Qazi'. The tenth Guru penned another religious scripture: 'Dasam Granth'
and on 13 Apri l 1699 while address ing a huge cr owd in Anandpur  decl ar ed all  Sikhs  as
'Khalsa-the pure' thereby separatingthem from all other Sikh school of thoughts and hence marked
the completion of Sikhism as a religion. In this new sect, every man was called a 'Singh' i.e. lion
and very woman a 'Kaur' i.e. princess.
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 (Ekantika Dharma)  
 History  of Medieval India 
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A History  of the Sikhs  


 Guru Nanak to Maharaja Ranjit Singh 
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